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Foreword
Despite historical photos, the past is in colour
Plenty of modellers have for years been painting vehicles and structures belonging to the South
Eastern and Chatham and Southern Railways. I am one of them. Organising all my 65 years-worth
of paint tins tubes and jars recently, I was struck by how relatively narrow the colour range was. I
am not an artist, but the word describing an artist’s preferred choice of colours, ‘palette’, came to
mind. My predominant colours are orange and green, plus black and white, and there is a simple
reason for this: from 1842 to 1961 in the area covered by the SE&CR, green locomotives pulled
trains of predominantly brown wagons and crimson or green coaches through the green landscape
of south-east England.
Not only vehicles. Until the 1920s, the main source of ballast was shingle. If we could take a timetraveller’s balloon over the area, we would see ribbons of orange threading through the green
landscape. The tops of trains passing along the orange strips would be weathered white, except
where open wagons had been covered by black sheets.
If we time-travellers could land and join the train-travellers on platforms, at the same time
changing from wide-angle view to close-up, we would be struck by the colour of people’s clothes,
the polished brasswork of locomotives, and the bright lining and lettering of carriages. Looking
further around, we would be struck by the different co-existing styles of coloured lettering, and, if
we were there from around 1890, bright coloured enamel advertisements,
Architecturally, brickwork was largely red-orange, with grey roofs of slate or corrugated iron.
Wooden structures were a stone colour (very pale orange) picked out with brown doors and
windows, at least until the Southern Railway changed brown for green. Metal structures were
brown, later overpainted crimson and then green.
There were exceptions, of course. The purpose of this series of books on painting the SER is to
detail them, and for that we must use black and white photos as an important source, but the
reader should not lose sight of the colour that caught the eye then and does on models today. For
this reason, at the end of each of the books there is an illustrated discussion on what might have
been the original colours and how we can easily mix them today.
Dan Garrett, Weald, 29.6.20
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Part 3 – Paint Colours for Locomotives
This chapter is primarily for modellers and the colour suggestions come from a careful weighing up
of the given sources, coupled with experimentation.
All the known SER colour sources are reproduced earlier in this Chapter of the book and in the
related online pdfs. Bearing in mind that the many processes between the original and its
appearance on your screen will have changed the colour tone, nevertheless it’s possible to get
some idea of the different greens.
Many of the written sources for paint names have been repeated over and again by 20th Century
writers, not always accurately. Frequent repetition is not the same as authenticity.
The manufacture and naming of paints (and difficulties relating to the SER)
Multiple recipes
By the time the SER began running in 1842, there were hundreds of paint manufacturers ranging
upwards from tiny local businesses supplying signwriters. They bought in pigments, varnishes,
and various thinners (turpentines), mixed them to their own recipes and sold them with their own
many and varied names. Successful ones would have grown, supplying a whole locality.
Locomotive, Carriage and Wagon makers would have done the same and probably had standard
mixes applied before delivery. Different railways probably devised their own recipes to give their
locomotives a distinctive colour. No Ashford recipe seems to have survived. Their colour mixes
were slapped on to a wall of the paint shop according to Professor Len Snelling (quoting his
grandfather an Ashford foreman) but this section of wall fell to the wrecker’s ball. To a historian the
lack of evidence may be a misfortune, to a modeller it allows latitude.
Up to the late 18th Century, bright greens and blues were expensive, being based on scarce
minerals such as lapis lazuli. This could mean that locomotives painted green confirmed their
worth, as well as being eye-catching. However, by the 1840s, the price of greens was coming
down as they began to be mixed either from chemically synthesised Prussian Blue or Ultramarine,
and one of several types of Chrome Yellow. Some Chrome yellows were quite pale (‘primrose’)
and others could have quite a warm tone, heading towards a pale orange.
The mixes to make green had proprietary names such as Veridian, Chrome Green or Brunswick
Green. They can still be found in Artists Supplies catalogues. Chrome Green was a mixture of one
part Prussian blue to eight parts of lemon chrome yellow. One source commented that chrome
green was a yellowish shade of green (distinctly yellower than even light Brunswick green). As for
the Brunswick greens, one of them has been copied on preserved SE&CR locomotives.
The well-known (and well-connected) historian of Railway painting, Ernest Carter, writing over
several decades from 1918, suggested that while SER locomotives exhibited a variety of greens,
olive green was one of them.
Standardising colour
In the early 1900s, some of the larger manufacturers wanted to devise a standard specification,
perhaps to secure their own prominence in the trade or because of pressure from customers. This
can be linked to the growth during the 19th Century of architectural practices advising customers
over a wide geographic range and movements such as the Arts and Crafts. In 1906, the Pinchin
Johnson Colour Chart was compiled, and later in the 20th Century the British Standard
Specifications for colour.
One of the 20th Century standard colours was ‘Holly Green’. In the 2nd Edition of the Locomotive
History of the SER (but not in the 1st), Don Bradley uses the description Holly Green. Even if the
SER called its own green Holly Green (and I can find no 19th Century source) it is unlikely to have
been the much later standardised colour. Presumably someone advised Bradley to make a
correction, and as we don’t know who they were, or their authority, we should not assume that the
modern standard Holly Green is what we should paint an SER locomotive.
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We should also note that a common Victorian green was Bronze Green and this could be quite a
yellow-green with a warm tone. This could well be the basis for ‘invisible green’ which, as I have
noted earlier, was a green from nature, perhaps a grass-green and provided by different
manufacturers and therefore not standard.
Modellers starting points
I suggest that modellers trying their own paint mixes (as well as speculative historians) should
acquaint themselves with the Colour Wheel. They can be bought from Artist’s Supplies shops, but
the following will tell you most of what you need to know:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Color_wheel
https://emptyeasel.com/2007/03/16/using-the-color-wheel-color-theory-tips-for-artists-and-painters/
httpwww.huevaluechroma.com072.php
At school, I was required to paint my own colour wheel. It was a more complicated version of the
ones in the above sites, with more segments for in-between mixes (“tertiary”) and more rings of
lighter and darker versions of each (“tints” and “shades”.
The point of this is that mixes can not only have varied proportions of primary colour, but a mix of
the same name or proportion (turquoise, orange, purple, brown) can exist in lighter and darker
variants.
So, for example, the ‘sage green’ of the SER’s 1892 Gilbert Cars is a light turquoise. Try it for
yourself by mixing blue and green and adding white. (If you have a sage plant for comparison,
you’ll probably also add a dash of black.) If you’re mixing paint for a weatherboard structure, make
various oranges with different proportions of red and yellow and add progressively more white to
each. Choose what you think is best, because no-one else has access to the ‘true’ colour, be it
called ‘stone’ or ‘light buff’ or whatever!
As for SER locos, once we have dissociated ‘dark’ from Holly Green (a false conflation – see
earlier sections) it’s obvious that there might also be ‘mid’ or ‘light’ versions, and the only way to
know which is ‘correct’ is by looking at the visual evidence. This is where so many discussions are
fruitless because they focus on the words! Please look at the visual sources in earlier sections.
Choose your mix, knowing that within a wide range no-one, me included, can state categorically
that you are wrong.
You may find it helpful, as I have done, to buy the primary colours plus white and black in small
tubes from an Artist’s Supplies, or – given the depth of your wallet – the greens named above.
Increasingly I use these mixes rather than model paints such as Humbrol. Mix oils with matt or
satin varnish and artist’s thinners; acrylic
My starting points
I tried to put my experiments on a slightly more methodical basis. Using Photoshop, I sampled the
colours found in my reproductions of the Moore and Twining paintings. They vary across the
locomotives because the artists have lightened and darkened their basic green in order to give
shading and highlighting to simulate the 3D of the original.
To create a range of colours I have also sampled my own photographs of the preserved D at the
NRM and O No.65 on the Bluebell Railway. The results, are overleaf, but please note that they
need the interpretation which follows.
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The first two samples of real hop leaves may seem odd or irrelevant, but their point is to establish
one end of a ‘spectrum of green’ which might range from lime green to turquoise. Many of us will
have access to real hop leaves and they can be used as a reference to ‘calibrate’ your computer
screen. Sample 1 is in sunlight, Sample 2 in shade. There is a high proportion of yellow in both
colours but together they are a good example of ‘light’ and ‘dark’ versions of the same colour.
Fifteen or twenty years ago, there were many discussions in SECSoc about Bradley’s ‘holly
green’. At the time, I photographed some real holly leaves in summer. Samples 3, 4 and 5, are
from different leaves, and because of their curl, they reflect subdued sunlight differently. To my
eye these various holly greens are in the middle of a ‘spectrum’ from the lime green of the hop-leaf
through to turquoise. They are yellower than swatches of modern ‘Holly Green’ paints appear. The
19th Century user of the description would have known real holly in gardens, parks and
churchyards. (“The Holly and the Ivy…”)
Samples 6, 7 and 8 are from my photos of the NRM D class, but it’s in the artificial light of indoors.
However, my photos of Bluebell Railway Wainwright locomotives in daylight are very similar. The
variation in colour from different surfaces (cab, boiler, tender) is a lesson in the response of a paint
to different angles of light. Whether dark or pale, the colour has a greater blue component than the
holly leaf. It is not, of course, a turquoise green, but it’s moving in that direction around the colour
wheel.
The pairs of samples 9&10, 11&12, 13&14, show the difference between shaded and highlighted
parts of the three locomotives painted by Twining. 15&16 do the same for Vortimer.
Interpretation
To my eye, the Folkstone greens are fairly similar to my photos of holly. The Crampton
locomotives are perhaps bluer or greyer. I understand (but cannot remember the source) that
Crampton specified that locomotives to his patent had to be a specific blue. With his French
connections, this may have been one of the newly synthesised French pigments (developed with
government grants during the 1830s). I think anyone painting a Crampton has considerable
latitude!
I suggested earlier that Vortimer may have been in ‘standard’ Sharps colours. Once the colours
are separated from the overall colour context, it is hard to see that any are ‘dark green’ as some
would interpret that today, and certainly some have quite a grey component.
Natural Holly Green, Sea-green or weathering?
My assessment of the all the evidence presented so far is that SER locomotive green should be
based on a natural Holly green (samples 3, 4 & 5) rather than the modern green sold as ‘Holly
Green’. It should have more yellow in the mix than today’s ‘Holly Green’. It should be not unlike
grass green but not as yellow as olive green. Bearing in mind the Colour Wheel, that begs the
question how light or dark should the mix be?
In his book on historic railway paints (10), Ernest Carter quotes a description by E.L. Ahrons (not a
lover of the SER) that a goods locomotive was a “bilious sea-green”. What colour is being
described is open to argument! Bilious (“liverish”) suggests a yellow look to a person’s skin. Most
of us (depending on where we live or holiday) might think of ‘sea-green’ as a turquoise of some
sort. However, around shallow British coasts sea-water can become a yellow-green when over
sand. Was that in Ahron’s mind?
The quotation may be the origin of a suggestion in an article in the Model Railway Constructor
(edited by Ernest Carter) suggesting that Cudworth goods were a dull olive green (see Sample 21,
my interpretation of olive green).
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Peter Tangye in his masterly collection of painting sources omitted ‘bilious’ leading some to
believe that SER goods locos under Cudworth should be ‘sea-green’ and different from passenger
locos. This is not right, and is one of the pitfalls of relying on written descriptions.
The only colour pictorial evidence we have of a goods locomotive is in the Charing Cross
lithograph (p.26). Overall, the artist has generally used a lot of yellow because of the light
streaming in, and this makes the locomotive appear by contrast a rather blue-green, but zooming
and blurring shows a mid-green on my spectrum and not particularly dark. This is consistent with
my previous suggestion that Cudworth Goods were turned out in the same colour as passenger
locomotives. The evidence for the green colour and how light or dark it should be has been
presented in the section on Cudworth (Part 1 of the locomotive pdfs.)
What seems entirely possible, however, is that Cudworth locomotives (not only goods) weathered
to a yellower colour (especially in the sulphurous air of Victorian towns) and the result could have
been an olive green.
Summary of SER loco body colour
If goods locomotives were repainted less frequently than passenger, then we have an interesting
array of possibilities for the colours our locos should be. None as blue as the Brunswick Green of
preserved SECR locomotives, but greens that might vary from a mid-green to something more
yellow – an olive green – depending on the age and condition we imagine for our models. (For
examples, see later.)
SER and SE&CR loco body colour from 1898
The green was described as Brunswick Green and used by the SER in 1898 on the newly
introduced B class, and generally by the SE&CR. Brunswick greens were (and still are) classified
into Light, Middle and Deep (or Dark). The three shades vary in yellowness of tone depending on
the quantity of lemon chrome used. James Maxted states that when he placed the 1948 BS381c
colour cards of these three shades alongside the restored D Class at York it was obvious that the
colour used was closest to Deep Brunswick Green.
What we cannot know is whether the mix used on the B class was the same as the mix chosen by
Wainwright.
Uniformity or variety?
Anyone reading this far will realise that if all the South Eastern green locomotives could have been
lined up and colour photographed at the same time, no two greens would have been quite the
same because of paint batch variation and weathering.
Modellers should aim for small differences, not uniformity.
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Frame and valance colour
As for frame colours, these are represented by Samples 17-20. I think we can agree that Vortimer
has a darker red-brown, while Twining has used a Venetian red, let down with white to a greater or
lesser extent. Rosling Bennett recalled the rebuilt Sharp Roberts No.105 as having, “…dark red
frames…”
Sharps Roberts excepted, it’s my view that we should use a Venetian red for Ashford locomotives
until the 1870s, when it might have been replaced on Stirling green-bodied locomotives with the
darker red-brown that is used again in the Wainwright period. (Readers may also like to refer to
the discussion on the B class valance colour in relation to the red lining (p.47).
In modern locomotives, the frames are between the wheels and the outside frames have been
reduced to simple valances. The area between the frames ahead of the firebox contains the
motion and is a danger area. Accordingly it was painted red. Most 19th Century railway histories (at
least those I know) describe the inner red as vermilion or bright red. Historically, the bright red was
a dye which had to be mixed with white pigment for it to be stable and useful.
My picture of the Bluebell Railway
O1 shows their paint-shop’s
interpretation (which looks right to
me). On the motion plate and far
frame they have used bright red.
The outside of the frame and the
valance are the same red-brown,
but there is a noticeable difference
between the shaded frame and the
well-lit valance. Sampled, the latter
is lighter than the red-brown of the
Vortimer painting.
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Modellers’ mixes
A good primer is needed, and Halford’s Acid 8 holds well on brass and nickel-silver. It has the
advantage of being dry in 20 minutes or so. But wear an anti-vapour mask.
I have used Humbrol paints, and some are useful, such as signal red or vermilion, but in general
they seem to have been let down with white and/or black so that they do not have the richness we
expect on rolling stock. However, the varnish coat improves matters. Here is one mix that I’ve
tried:
Start with Matt Grass Green 80. Add a little black. NB. Matt 80 is much greener than on the lid.
Use Matt Mid Green 101 to brighten up but not too much or the mix will begin to look like
Brunswick/Wainwright green. My mix can be seen in my model of a Stirling Q with 3ft bogie
wheels.

For a rich body colour Precision Paints offer a good starting point. Here are two possibilities for
experiment:
1. Start with SR Pre-war Malachite Green. Add some black (a little at a time, to remove the
glaring brightness. Something like 5:1 is the probable mix.
2. Mix SR Pre-war Malachite Green with Light Olive in approximately equal quantities and again
maybe add a little black to taste.
I used one of these on my Dover Mail model but can’t remember which; I think the second. I like it
and will use it again for the Late Cudworth Schematic.

If you like using spray cans, try Halfords Rover Brooklands Green which is not too blue. If it seems
too bright, try adding a very little black to the final coat of varnish.
For the 1894 Green, I suggest starting with Precision Paints SE&CR Wainwright Green, but
possibly adding a little yellow.
Increasingly I have begun to experiment with artist’s colours. I have mixed Chrome Yellow Hue
and Cobalt Blue from Winsor and Newton. (These are both more expensive – the blue especially –
being pigment and not modern synthesised equivalents.) The mix is bright and can reproduce a
wide spectrum of greens. I have let it down with a little black which I think might be more suitable
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for a locomotive. It is not difficult to reproduce Twining’s Crampton greens by letting down a rather
bluer mix with white and black.
Winsor and Newton’s oxide of chromium (presumably the sesquioxide referred to earlier) is of
itself quite a dark green, like my Sample 5 and possibly even a little darker. This is consistent with
historical notes quoted for Cudworth locomotives under Stirling. (By no stretch of the imagination
is it ‘nearly black’.)
For Cudworth frames, Venetian Red is available in artists’ colour ranges but may need letting
down with a little white and possibly also a little black.
For use, Artists’ paints should be mixed thoroughly into varnish, and/or artist’s thinners. They take
longer to dry than enamels, and paint jobs should not be rushed.
Modellers who prefer to use enamels, could try this Humbrol mix for the early framing: Matt Red
Brown 100 with Matt Wine 73 added in the ratio of around 3 or 4 to 1 and possibly some white.
(Modellers should note that this mix is also a good starting point for SER wagon oxide red,
probably with extra black and rather more Red Brown 100.)
For valances and frames from Mansell onwards Precision Paints SE&CR valance colour would be
a good start.
I repeat advice I have given before: it is probably less authentic if all your locomotives from the
same period are in identical colours. Here is my green Stirling O. When side by side with my green
Q it is a richer and darker green that I like better.

Next is my scratch-built E1, my first attempt in 7mm and now 35 years old. The green is one of
Precision Paint’s Maunsell olive greens (olive green being generally advised for the SER in the
mid-1980s). It may still be suitable where the paintwork beginning to age. Certainly I shan’t change
it!

Before you get stuck in, remember the age-old advice: copy the real thing, not someone else’s
models. The ‘real thing’ here is a combination of pictorial and written sources collected in the many
sections of this Chapter.
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Where does the paint (not) go?
For those who have only ever encountered diesel and electric locomotives or motorised carriages.
it may be necessary to state that the smokebox, footplates, tender tank-top and coal-bunker
insides were black, dull and dusty, except for the first few days out of the paint shop. The bunker
top toolboxes on most SER locomotives were probably painted black from the outset. The working
area, the cab in later locomotives, including the bunker front and sandboxes was painted and
lined.
So far, so good, but how should all the tiny details be painted? Take springs, for example. The
paintings reproduced in Part 1 are ambiguous because the lines representing the spring plates
tend to make them look black. However, models painted like this appear ugly and Cudworth
wanted his locomotives to be an advertisement. I’m inclined to paint them body colour.
Were clack valves green, or brass? I should have thought they would have been iron castings and
thus green.
When tender toolboxes were fitted behind the tank, sitting on the running plate above the buffers,
they were almost certainly body green with thin black banding and white line. I have already
mentioned that bunker top toolboxes were probably black from the start.
For polished metalwork I refer readers back to the descriptions of individual locomotives. New
Cudworth locomotives often had the bell (the top) of the built-up chimney polished copper.
However, Cudworth also used stove-pipe chimneys and these were all black. Check my
descriptions and your photos carefully for dome, safety-valve covers and the cladding rings.
And then axleboxes… The painting of Vortimer shows all the axleboxes – locomotive and tender –
as brass and this may have been continued on the Little Mails which evolved from them, and then
on the big Mails. It’s very unlikely they were entirely cast in brass, but the fronts could easily have
been covered with thin brass, a fairly simple job. Photographs – being black and white - are
ambiguous (there is little difference between waxed and varnished paint and polished brass,
especially under cloudy skies) and in any case they date from the late 1860s onwards. The
modeller therefore has considerable latitude, but can assume their probable use on the Mails
during Cudworth’s reign. And who doesn’t like to show off their model with polished work?
Below is a photograph of my model reduced to grey-scale. The dome, safety-valve and cladding
rings are brass. But the axleboxes: are they brass or are they painted valance colour?

For the answer, look back to the previous photo of my Mail model.
Incidentally, does the body green in grey-scale match the depth (‘greyness’) in black and white
photos? That is a further check on our matching.
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Lining colour and dimensions
Readers will have noticed that in my discussion of locomotives before the Stirling period I describe
lining as ‘pale’. We have only greyscale photos and I hesitate to interpret pale grey as definitely
white. We have A.R. Bennett’s memory of the rear letters SER on early locomotives as being
yellow, and it is not unreasonable to argue that it would be consistent for lining also to be yellow. It
could certainly look smart and stand out well against the body green and valance red-brown.
It is only with Moore’s description that the word ‘white’ is used to describe the continuation of
Cudworth’s painting style. Historians can live with the uncertainty, but modellers have to make a
decision. I suggest that when black edging and in-fill is introduced, then the lines are white for a
nice contrast. Prior to that, the lining might well be yellow, and even if originally white, that would
probably become yellowed with age and fumes.
Modellers should refer to my Schematics alongside their photographs. The following refers to the
Late Cudworth.
The lining-out is in black and white and should be clear from the photos. The earlier fine lining may
follow the same dimensions and curves.
There is a black edging band around the metal sheeting
up the locomotive and tender, lined white on the inside
Rectangles of scalloped black band edged with white both
form inner panels. The diagram, dimensioned in prototype
is based on CAD tracings from broadside photos of Mail
72 and 81, with the measurements adjusted to the
probable nearest sensible fraction of an inch. The white
Cudworth’s day scale at 1/2in, but in Stirling’s time seem
finer at 3/8in. They seem to be even finer when there are
abutting fine lines as in the 1894 and Wainwright paintwork.

making
edge.
sides
inches,
Nos.2,
lines in
to be
several

Note that the lining scheme is applied to the spectacle plate and to fittings such as sandboxes and
rear toolboxes, but with black band widths reduced in some cases to keep a sense of proportion.
Boiler bands are similarly black with white edging lines, totalling 2 ½in wide. Quite possibly the
bands were painted flat before fixing. On tenders, there is a single panel to the rear, and evidence
from photos suggests that the lower horizontal lining was interrupted by the rear toolbox and not
taken up and around it.
Lining under the footplate
Check with the Schematic drawings earlier, and heavily enlarged photos. For preserved
locomotives see my photos relating to wheels.
Buffer Beams
So far, I haven’t considered buffers and beams. It is probable that buffer beams were always
vermilion – a bright red dye, that has to be mixed with white pigment to be stable. We have seen
from woodcuts that the letters S E were written on the red, probably in black. Whether there were
white edging lines is an open question, but Twining thought not when he painted the Cramptons.
Then we come to a period which appears to last from c1850 to c1865.
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The photo of Folkestone Class
No.140, seen earlier suggests that
after c1850, Ashford lined its
locomotives. This does not necessarily
beam the beams were lined, which
seems to be the case with this detail
from the photo of No.140. As the
independent buffers are the full height
of the beam, there is a rectangle of pale colour around the outside edge. It rather looks as though
there is no lining between the buffers.
The photo of the rear of Hasting
Class No.161 is ambiguous.
There is a photo of E.B.Wilson
No.18x at Erith, and the lining out
appears to match the 118 Schematic
from c1866. As with the No.140, the
buffers are the same height as the buffer beam and there is an outer pale rectangle, but also an
inner rectangle. There appears to be no lining around the draw-hook washer plate.
The next buffer beam photo is from the
smartened-up No.127 with Mansell
wheels. There has been the usual attempt
at ‘improving’ the pale lining with chalk,
but I’d suggest that the lining does not
follow the strengthening plates and
continues to be a rectangle. (It can be
difficult to determine what is chalk, what is
paint lining and what is highlighting from
the sun.)
No.127 has the decorative buffers used on some Mails which have a ‘frilly’ outside edge. Were
these a common feature on earlier Ashford locos?
The next photo is a detail of 118
No.130, with the standard Ashford
‘milk bottle’ buffer stocks having a
square plate for bolting to the beam.
The photo suggests there is a single
rectangular line all around the buffer
beam.
Around 1865, there is a small but significant change.
This buffer beam is Dover Mail No.199’s
when it has cab side extensions. It is at
least post 1866, and possibly c1870.
The beam is deeper, and the painter
has modified the rectangle to go around
the buffer stock. There now appears to
be black between the line and the beam
edge. There is probably still no lining
around the washer plate.
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The next is on Dover Mail No.2, and has the
‘frilly’ edge buffers, so the painter has
dutifully followed the profile. Here, there is
definitely lining around the draw-hook
washer plate.
As for Cudworth’s tank locomotives, I know
of no useful buffer beam photos.
Once Stirling takes over, all locomotives, Cudworth’s as well, seem to be given the same lining
style: an outer rectangle taken around buffer stocks and washer plate, with black edging. The
enlargement, below, from the previous picture of E1 No.189 is also interesting for the detail of the
locomotive front lamps.

Moving on to Stirling and the greenpainted locomotives before 1884,
there are few useful photos of the
early Q buffer beams. The detail,
right, of a buffer beam, is from a
complete photo of No.307. It is in
very worn condition but must be
c1890, having both the automatic
vacuum brake along with Smith’s.
The buffer beam appears to have
the fine black edging and white line
taken around the buffer stocks.
Below are detail enlargements of A class No.160 and one of the few clearly lined Os from the
1890s – No.290. Both are post-1892 and confirm and amplify the description in Moores, “The
buffer beams are vermilion, with a black edge and a separating fine white line.”
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For completion, I include the buffer beam of the Wainwright D at the NRM. A very fine yellow line
separates the black edging from the red. A remarkable continuity of placing.

Buffer Stocks
It would be good to be able to offer a general rule as to the painting of the stocks or guides. Were
they frame or valance colour, were they body colour, or were they the same vermilion red as the
buffer beam? All are possible, but I doubt whether they were ever body green. We cannot be sure,
because of the impossibility of deriving colour from black and white photos without prior
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knowledge from written sources, of which there are none. All the preserved SECR locomotives
standardise on valance colour, but we should be cautious when projecting this idea into earlier
times.
We might have expected that E.W. Twining painting the Folkstone Class in the early 1900s might
have used frame colour, but his buffer stocks are vermilion. Looking at the black and white photo
of Hastings Class No.70, we could believe that the stocks are lighter than the frames. On many
other photos, this could just be the angle of light.
With Cudworth’s locomotives from the 1850s to the mid-1860s, there is no certainty, and I think a
modeller should choose between buffer beam red and valance Venetian Red.
When we look at Stirling’s locomotives before 1884 (and therefore with green bodies), I am more
inclined to believe that the stocks are the same depth of grey as the valances, and therefore
probably the same red-brown. I’d say the same for Cudworth locomotives in this period and
afterwards.
Once Stirling’s locomotives are in black, then photographs and logic suggest that the stocks were
black. They do not appear to be the same grey as buffer beams, but this is probably open to
argument for those who can be bothered.
I assume that locomotives painted in the 1894 green and red-brown style had their stocks painted
valance colour, and this is continued by the SE&CR.
Those setting out to model early locomotives (in the 1840s) should note that buffers might be
hooped and stuffed leather cylinders, similar to those often fitted to passenger and goods vehicles.
These can be seen in Twining’s Crampton painting. Early locomotives might also be fitted with de
Bergue’s patent independent buffers. The above notes for early locomotives apply to the cast
stocks, but the wooden pads fitted to the front of the buffers should be made from or painted to
represent hardwood, probably teak.
Locomotive lamps
Where these can be seen, from the earliest until the 1880s, they appear in photos to be similar in
depth of grey to the smokebox, and I am inclined to believe they should be black. This is
confirmed, at least for the 1860s by the Howard Geach painting on p.30.
There is a possible explanation for this. Rear lamps on goods and passenger brake vans appear
to be painted red (they do not appear dark enough to be black). In daylight, the oil flame would not
be visible, and the colour red would be useful to signal ‘last vehicle’. It would then be logical to use
a different colour for locomotive lamps.
If there is evidence that proves the use of red front lamps on the SECR then it raises the question
of when did lamps change their colour. Previous buffer beam photos show that some locomotive
lamps were given decorative lining. Where it can be made out, the main colour appears to be
much the same grey as the buffer beam. My reading is that the lamp had red panels on the sides,
separated by a white line from black edging and top and bottom. Quite a challenge for the model
painter.
I suggest that this change is likely to have taken place at the time of the changeover to overall
black paintwork starting from 1884. Maybe it didn’t last long, and overall red was introduced with
the new green livery after 1893. I doubt there will ever be proof – for or against.
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Wheels
Cudworth Goods No.7 is in original condition and has a single white line on the centre of the rim.

Cudworth Goods No.125 has a Stirling boiler, but still has the single white line around the wheels.
Looking at both photos, it seems probable that there is a single white line down each spoke, and
not natural high-lighting.

Passenger locomotives may have a double white line on all wheels, as in the photo of No.130
(overleaf) with original boiler. However other photos show a single white line, but I think this may
be because of tread wear. In all cases, the 118s have a single spoke line.

The Mails are the same, some with single lines on some wheels, others have two, and again, I
think this is tread wear. However, I can’t be sure in all cases, especially with locomotive later in
their years, which may only have a single line.
Later on, many rebuilt 118s (E1s), such as locomotive No.4 in SECR style, have no wheel lining at
all.
Early O No. 288 has double lined wheels and single lined spokes. The photo of No.298 (earlier) in
the Early Ashford Schematic has white lining on the driving wheel cranks and two white line on the
rims. Lines are either painted or over-chalked. This can be seen on so many photos that I imagine
the requirement for crews to keep their locomotives spruced up required them to use chalk to
touch up.
When the black paint style was introduced, Moore’s Monthly tells us that the “…wheels are black
with red lines.” This doesn’t say where the lines are or how many! In most Stirling locomotives, I
cannot be sure whether the spokes are lined – or the appearance of lining is just highlighting by
the sun. If there is lining, then it must be either side of the front of the spoke, flaring out to the hub.
This is certainly the case for F No.198 where its extra yellow line can be clearly seen:
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However, it’s not at all clear if and where there are red lines.
We have already seen F No.137 in its 1894 paintwork. According to Moore’s, “…the wheels are
green with black stripes, having fine yellow lines on each side…” (See overleaf.) One day I may
work out a schematic for what we are seeing.

Finally, and for completeness, I append overleaf my colour photos of preserved Wainwright
locomotives’ wheels – the Bluebell’s O1, locomotive and tender, and the NRM’s D.
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Number-plates
We have seen that in the 1840s, cut out numerals were fixed high up on the chimney. When the
lettering on the rear of the tender was discontinued, a number plate was placed there instead, so
that tender locomotives had three plates and tank engines two.
I believe that what we may class as actual number-plates can be arranged in a time line.
Opposite is the plate from Folkstone, showing both the railway
and the maker. Missing is some of the information we would
expect from modern plates: the locomotive running number, the
works number and the date.
There is a number-plate reproduced in Don Bradley’s
Locomotive History (1st Edition not 2nd) next to a drawing of a
Hastings Class. It is in fact of an 1862 Ashford Built 118 Class.
Underneath ASHFORD WORKS are JULY 1862. In other
words, the information that we expect on later plates. As with
the Folkestone exhibition locomotive it is probably printed
pasteboard in an oval glass case. So far as I am aware, the
facility to cast tiny lettering, particularly with serifs, did not exist
at the time. I therefore suggest that this type of number plate
was the norm through the 1850s, and should be used on, say,
the Ashford built Hastings Class, while the Stephenson
Hastings would need some kind of melding of the two.
However, developments in finer casting could allow for the
large serifed numerals seen on the later Folkestones. The
Stephenson maker’s plates remained on the cab side. There
is no evidence that any other SER locomotives carried them.

A type of decorative number-plate similar in
style to No.62 can be seen on the Kitson
batch of Dover Mails, at least those we have
photos of, Nos.201 and 204. This may well
have been stamped from thin brass and the
lettering filled with a dark coloured paint, black
or red maybe. Kitson’s name changed
frequently, and the nearest I can match is
KITSON THOMPSON & HEWITSON, LEEDS
split in two across the number. Underneath
the lettering is indecipherable, but we might
expect the date, APRIL 1862 and the works
number 968. If any collector knows of an early
Kitson plate like this, I’d be very pleased to
receive more information.
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After 1850, there are plenty of examples of what we might think of as ‘modern’ plates, cast,
presumably in brass, with completely legible tiny lettering (as far as photos show!)
The Vulcan number-plates on the Dover Mails have all the information we would expect.
SOUTH EASTERN RAILWAY Co.
1862

200
VULCAN FOUNDRY Co.
No.483
WARRINGTON

(See also the works plate detailed on pdf 1 p.25 for 118
Class No. 185.)
However, Ashford-built Dover Mails have a less florid form of the paste-board type. I don’t know of
a very clear version, but No.2 is an 1865 Ashford built
Dover Mail. Referring to later cast number-plates, we can
reasonably suppose that the top shows the whole of
SOUTH EASTERN RAILWAY Co., and the bottom
ASHFORD WORKS 1865. Unlike the glass works plate on
the side-sheet of Folkstone, this has a pale (white) line
around its circumference. A photo in the Wakeman
collection, probably of No.72 (built 1865) has the same
white number-plate as does No.83 (1866) in a photo held
by Geoff Stenner.
The Little Mails predate the earliest Dover Mails by a year.
Whether they had the white number-plates to start with is
impossible to know. All the photos are from the late 1860s, by
which time they have cast brass number-plates like No. 149’s.
Even in photos where the lettering is unclear, the size of
words is clearly that of No.149: SOUTH EASTERN around the
top and RAILWAY Co. around the bottom.
The 118 Class were built by various manufacturers as well as
Ashford. Of those photographed in original condition (at least,
before re-boilering by Stirling), it’s possible to make out some
of the number-plate details. Built
in 1860 and 1863 respectively,
these two plates are clearly in
the same format as No.149
above but have had the works
date added. (For those new to
the SER, I should point out that
when a locomotive was
scrapped, a replacement took on
its number.) No.30’s plate is from the same photo seen earlier, and the cab ‘roof’ confirms that this
number-plate belongs to later. So do the side extensions to the spectacle plate of No.130.
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Goods locomotive No.127, (built 1863) is the one fitted with Mansell
wheels, so the photo in this condition pre-dates their removal in 1865.
The example of No.127 suggests that the cast number-plates were
introduced from 1863. However, there is overlap with the white pasteboard numberplates, since they can be seen on Mail No.83 built 1866.
It seems probable that other Mails built in that year also had
pasteboard numberplates, and they were the last.
A number of 118s were built by Dőbs and Co. from 1866 onwards, but no photos show their
distinctive diamond maker’s plate. Instead, the Ashford plate has been modified as can be seen in
this photo of No.246 (built 1874). It is impossible fully to decipher it, but with reference to Dőbs
plates reproduced in British Locomotive Builders’ Plates (8). It may be:
SOUTH EASTERN RAILWAY Co.

246
DŐBS & Co.
[NUMERALS]
GLASGOW LOCOMOTIVE WORKS
DŐBS & Co.

What the numerals are, depends on whether the reader thinks there are three of four of them. If
three, then it’s the works number, 769. If four, then it’s the date, 1874. My money is on the works
number.
‘Odd’ dates on numberplates
There is a photo of Goods No.125 with Mansell cab and
Stirling boiler, built Ashford 1876. It received the Stirling
boiler only nine years after entering service and we might
have expected it to keep the original number-plate. In fact
it has been given a new plate showing the date of
reboilering, 1885. (The third digit is clearly not a 7.)

For those who enjoy mysteries, No.109 was
photographed with Cudworth firebox and central dome.
Yet it is shown as “REBUILT”, and the date is almost
certainly “1874”. Don Bradley makes no reference to this,
and we can wonder what accident may have required a
10-year old locomotive to be rebuilt.
It is not possible to be sure of the colour of the Cudworth
cast plates. Some of them look quite black, but it is
generally understood that Stirling’s plates had polished
brass characters infilled with red, and it’s not
unreasonable to assume that he was continuing Ashford practice (along with the green pain). This
implies that Cudworth’s plates had red infill.
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Moving on to the Stirling period, at first the plates were as simple as Little
Mail No.149 above, and a good example is from the ex-works photo of O
No.285 in works grey.
To the right of the number-plate is the Sharp Stewart works plate fixed on
the centre splasher. I do not have a clear enough copy to make out the
lettering, but the plate reproduced earlier and copied again here may help
to decipher it, as does a photo in British Locomotive Builders’ Plates (6).

It is almost certainly:
SHARP STEWART & Co
LIMITED

ATLAS WORKS
2801 1878
MANCHESTER

2801 is the manufacturer’s number, derived from Don Bradley’s note that the first batch of Os,
Nos.279-290, were works numbers 2796-2807.
Other photos of the early Os show them retaining the Sharp Stewart plate, except for No.295.
Later Os were built by Ashford and Sharp Stewart. The Ashford locomotives appear to have the
same ‘standard number plate. I can find no zoomable photos of the Sharp Stewarts. None appear
to have maker’s plates, and the number-plates have only upper and lower arcs of lettering. The
top is probably the normal SOUTH EASTERN RAILWAY Co. but whether the lower plates
reference Sharp Stewart, I cannot make out.
Large numbers of O class photos exist from post 1900, and this one
of No.108 shows the lettering well. The horizontal line under the
number states, Ashford Works. I can find no decipherable one from
the Sharp Stewart series. Most of the photos have the simplified
number plates of the later period.

Stirling’s As appear to revert to the earlier Ashford type of plate with no date. However, the Fs can
be seen to have either dated or undated plates. The same is true for the R class. Check with
photos! Early Ashford Qs have the date, later ones may or may not.
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Neilson Reid early Q No.312 has the maker’s name cast in
along the bottom. Underneath the Ashford number is the works
number, in this case No.2696. The later No.324 seems to have
lost the maker’s number but retains the name in the lower arc.
Of the 1881 batch, many have the same format as 312, while
others, often in faded paintwork such as 347, have an Ashford
plate with no date like No.149. No.399 has this type of Ashford
plate, but has a maker’s plate on the bunker. In the last Neilson
Reid series, when they have a SE&CR plate the maker is omitted, but otherwise the plates look
like No.108 above.
Neilson Reid Bs have the same type of number-plate as
No.312. There seem to be no sharp photos of Ashford Bs
in the original paintwork which might show the lettering on
their number-plates.
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Cab Painting
In Don Bradley’s SER Locomotive History, he states (2nd Ed. P.12) that Cudworth’s passenger
locomotives had their spectacle plates grained to represent oak panelling. This was not in the 1st
Edition, which is more useful and detailed on painting in general. A trawl through all the Cudworth
photos shows that the rears of spectacle plates were all in body colour with lining around the
edges, just as the fronts were.
Was Bradley thinking of Stirling
locos?
This photo of an early O class
(date of picture unknown)
appears to be black at first
sight.
However, looking just below the
right-hand handrail, and at the
top left roof curve, black edging
lined white can be seen. Note
too the lining on the end of the
reverser stand. In other words,
the loco is still in the Late
Cudworth Schematic.
Early O No.295 (not illustrated
here) has had a spectacle plate
attached to the tender for
regular reverse running, and this appears to be body colour, suggesting the cab would be too. The
photo is not sharp enough to be sure, but it possibly has black edging fine-lined white. All other
photos of Os prior to 1900, including one where the photographer stood on top of the tender, are
too murky to make out details. The same is true of the As. We can however suppose that they had
the red lining which has faded and grimed to become indistinguishable from black.
There are several shots of F class
cabs taken from on top of the
tender in the Roberts collection
from the 1890s. Some appear not
to be lined or for the red to have
disappeared into the black.
Others, quite probably all of
No.240, a favourite of the
photographer, have lining.
However, these two photos of
locomotives have lining that
wouldn’t join up if patched
together. The crew is the same
and therefore it is probably the
same locomotive at different
dates. The lining on the left
appears to be four lines, two either side of the corner. (The two pale very pale lines, almost
midway along the cab side are likely to be reflections of the spectacle plate lines.) There are two
lines around the brass surround of the glass.
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The double line is consistent
with the umber lined yellow
of No.240 when it was
exhibited at the 1889 Paris
Exhibition, as seen on the
near right. Geoff Stenner has
suggested that the cab lining
is in the 1894 style of green
with red and yellow and
lining. I have added,
opposite centre a detail from
the Paris Exhibition
paintwork (see also full photo
on p.54) and on the right, my 1894 F Schematic reduced to grey-scale for readers to make their
own minds up.
To me, the thick black lines of the Schematic should show up as dark grey in the photo, which they
don’t. Therefore, the left-hand photo of No.240’s cab on the previous page is in the Paris
Exhibition paintwork, while the simpler lining in the right-hand photo is the standard black lined red
after it has been repainted.
As for Stirling tank locomotives, when in green
paintwork, it is really not possible to tell how the cabs
were painted. On the basis of this detail from a photo
of Q No.127 and the photo of No.312 previously, I
assume the toolbox, and therefore the interior is body
green.
Looking at all my photos of Qs in the lined black
styles, I can come to no conclusion as to how the cabs
were painted. It is accepted that ‘grained oak’ was
used for the interiors of SECR cabs under Wainwright.
Grained oak paint was also used on some SER
passenger composite brakes. On this basis I conjecture that Stirling’s passenger tank cabs may
have had the same grained oak during the black paint period. Presumably it would quickly darken
from exposure to the heat from the fire, and wiping down with oil rags.
For those who like puzzles, O
No.258, built in 1894 and not
reboilered until 1914 (according
to Don Bradley), can be seen in
this photo with a low-pitched
Stirling boiler in full Wainwright
style, a little faded, and the telltale SE&CR on the tender.
However, it has a lined cab.
This suggests it is not grained
oak and the cab interior is
SE&CR green. Is this because
it’s a goods loco, and Bradley is
not correct for all SE&CR locos?
Is the Bluebell O‘s cab wrong?
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Effects of varnish, polishing and weathering on paint and lining,
Today, we think of buying paint by colour and also by its reflective effect. This is because varnish
is mixed in with the pigment. Precision Paints supplies its colours with an indication of gloss, satin
or dull. Humbrol markets three equivalent types of varnish, gloss, satin and matt (or dull). We are
also used to buying primer, undercoat and top coat, especially for oil paint.
Descriptions of Ashford’s and other railway’s painting methods makes no reference to terms such
as undercoat, top coat, gloss or matt. What is described is the application of numerous coats,
starting with a paint that can fill small cracks and blemishes, followed by the eventual body colour
and only at the end is varnish applied. Of course this is very like using primer, undercoat and gloss
coat, but the varnish is not mixed in. At each paint stage, the coat, after drying, is rubbed down.
Varnish alters the look of colour, making it appear richer because it creates a reflective surface
responding well to light. The left-hand photo is my Mail during body coats, with the paint abraded,
possibly equivalent to heavy weathering. Right, is one of the panels, lined and varnished. (You’ll
have to take my word for its shininess, but the previous photos of the model give a better idea.)

While causing colours to look richer, 19th Century varnishes would also render all underlying
colours yellower on account of the natural yellow colour of Copal itself . Painting a model today,
we need to make the body colour yellower if we are using totally translucent varnishes such as
Humbrol.
Remember too that we don’t see colour as such, we see light reflected from a surface. In the case
of railway vehicles from the 19th Century sunlight has reached the colour through several layers of
varnish, been reflected back through the same layers, passed through possibly sulphurous smokeladen air and entered our eye via a lens that may have the beginnings of a cataract, and only then
processed by the optical nerve and brain. “Oh look, it’s grass green!”
As a warning, here is a quotation from the long-lived Venezuelan artist, Carlos Cruz-Diez 19142019. He created installations juxtaposing blocks of colour to show how our perception of it
depends on the surrounding colours.
“Colour evolves continuously in time and space… I want people to realise that colour is not a
certainty but a circumstance. Red is maybe red. It’s not the same colour if you hold an object
under the sun as when you hold it in the shade.”
How much do the colours of a green locomotive and nearby crimson carriages affect our
perception of each?
Most of us will have had the experience of looking at a colour swatch and holding it up in a room,
followed by painting one or more walls and discovering how different large blocks of colour are
from small.
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Appendix 2: The false theory of new green Stirling locomotives
In the SECSoc magazine Invicta, No.95 Summer 2020, member and modeller Geoff Stenner goes
to great lengths to attempt to ‘prove’ that the 1884 black paint style was not applied to F, R and
later O class locomotives until 1889 and after. He relies entirely on his own interpretation of black
and white photos.
To prove this theory, a person would need to show that
a) grey lines are white not red
b) there is black infill between the inner and outer lines of the scalloped decoration.
In the colour section, I have already noted that for vermilion to show up on red it has to be let
down with white to create a dark pink. In photos of buffer beams, not only those here, but in plenty
of others, the buffer beams show up as mid-grey, as does the lining. In photos of locomotives after
1883 the position of the lines is the same as the white of Cudworth’s paint style. A grey line does
not prove that the original was white.
This is even clearer in photos of black locomotives with the later yellow line. In these, the known
red shows up as a lighter grey than the body black but darker than the yellow. When checked in
CAD tracings, the red line has not been moved, but the yellow line added inside.
As for black infill showing the locomotive is in green, this is something of a logical impossibility. If
the body is black, then the infill is black. Nevertheless, I have checked all of Geoff’s examples in
high-res digital scans of good prints (some better than Geoff’s), and all I can see is that the infill is
the same in grey-scale as the nearby body colour. To my mind this shows black equals black. It is
possible find body colour in lighter or darker shades of grey-scale, whether green Cudworths or
black Stirlings, which is why I have italicised ‘nearby’.
The clincher is in the history. In Don Bradley’s Locomotive History of the SER (2nd Edition, p175),
he describes how the very first F class, No.205 was run in on local Ashford services painted works
grey in December 1883 before returning to be finished in black. He has copied this from the Paint
Shop register which makes it a very strong source. The locomotive went to Bricklayers Arms
locomotive shed on 28 December and was rostered for the Continental expresses on 3 January
1884. Not only is No.205 the first of the F series, but it’s the first locomotive to be painted in the
new style and rostered to a flagship service. It is setting an example to the world.
At the same time, carriages began to be repainted in overall crimson lake where previously they
had been two-tone with pale upper panels. Only when model trains of Cudworth green locos and
two-tone carriages are placed in proximity to trains with a black Stirling loco and all-over crimson
lake carriages does it become clear how startling the difference is. Words do not convey it.
Accordingly I would expect that a decision to change the public appearance of locomotives from
green to black and carriages from two-tone to all-over crimson lake (something that these days
might be called a ‘rebranding’) would not be taken without being referred upwards, quite possibly
as high as the Directors. Indeed, it might have originated at the top.
Geoff would have us believe that the subsequent Fs were outshopped in Cudworth green with
black and white lining even until 1889, similarly later Qs, and all the first batch of R class built in
mid-1889. Were this the case, I could see Stirling being hauled to a meeting in London for a
dressing-down.
None of this is to dispute that the As and early Os would have lingered on in Cudworth’s green
style for two or three years until due for a repaint, when the black was applied.
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Appendix 3: the interpretation of black and white photos
Photos are not as objective as some would like to believe. First comes the subjectivity of the
photographer. Which way does he point the camera? At the fine locomotive or the battered old
wagon? Which print will sell best?
In general, railway photographers rely on natural light. This is fine if the day is reasonably bright
and the light is behind the photographer. Too much sunlight and the shadows are very dark and
brightwork very bright. This can cause apparent white lines which are actually only highlights of
edges. Too overcast and everything is a uniform grey.
The developer working with chemicals can compensate by using different types of paper after
examining the negative for its contrast. However, if the light was in the ‘wrong’ place (actually the
immovable object) there may be flaring (as in the exhibition photo of Folkstone), or one side of the
picture may have too much contrast and the other too little. Again, by partly removing the paper
during developing, these defects can be corrected. Another correction is to use the hand or piece
of card to shade parts of the photo and not others. All these are possible explanations for why
lining can be seen on some surfaces and not others. It’s important to examine every part of a
locomotive photograph before concluding there is no lining.
Today, most of us look at scans of copies of early photographs. This adds another level of
uncertainty depending on the settings of the scanner, particularly the resolution. Zooming in with
the viewing software reaches a point when the image breaks up – pixellation. If the original had
only a low resolution, such as the 50dpi often used on-line, interpretation is badly hampered for
the kind of analysis I have attempted.
Photographic historians recommend the use of raw bitmap files such as .tif, but these must be
used with high resolution and then result in extremely large files. My experience is that saving as
medium .jpg (jpeg) is a good compromise. The algorithms reduce the grey-scale a little (skies look
flatter with reduced clouds) but don’t affect the pixellation. Minute mechanical detail such as we
want to look at in transport photos is not affected at all, as far as I can tell, having compared tif
files and jpegs.
However, for this chapter I have spent a lot of time zooming into photos to make out whether there
is a different grey either side of lining. There seems to be a rule that the higher the zoom, provided
there is still reasonable focus and before pixellation, the less the infill looks dark. There may be
two processes at work here. One is that the apparent darker infill when the scan is roughly the
same size as the original may be the result of the jpeg algorithms. The other is that the human
brain (mine at least) seems to averages variations of grey-scale across surfaces. This is where
there may be an advantage to viewing a print through the magnified but restricted view of a
jeweller’s loupe. The equivalent in high zoom is to make a viewing circle of a slightly opened fist –
a pretend telescope – and move it around to view different areas of the lining.
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Appendix 4 Loco Painting Schematics Compilation
•
•

Dark grey should be read as black
Do not rely on these schematics without reading the related notes
Vortimer schematic

Twining’s Folkstone schematic

The lighter green shows lap-plates, but would be the same green as the panels.

Frames 1840-60s
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Early Ashford Schematic

118 Schematic

1860s Goods Schematics1 & 2
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Late Cudworth Schematic

Stirling Green Schematic
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Stirling Black & Red Schematic.

Stirling Black Red & Yellow Schematic

1894 Green Schematic
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B Class SER Schematic.

B Class SE&CR Schematic

1894 Goods Schematic
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Sources
1. D.L. Bradley, The Locomotive History of the South Eastern Railway, Railway
Correspondence and Travel Society 1st Edn. 1963, 2nd Edn. 1985. Both consulted.
2. Gordon Turner, Ashford - The Coming of the Railway, by, p. 50, quoting a contemporary
description. Mentioned by Peter Tangye, and consulted by this author.
3. Alfred Rosling Bennett, The First Railway in London (Locomotive Magazine Souvenir),
Locomotive Publishing Co. 1912. Available online for £3 in 2020. This book contains
numerous engineer standard line drawings of early LGR and SER locomotives, suitable for
modellers.
4. Alfred Rosling Bennett, Historic Locomotives, Cassell and Co. 1906. Available online for £4
in 2020. Note that there are plenty of scale drawings of Cramptons and long-boilered
locomotives by E.W. Twining and others suitable for modellers and with sources for others
in e.g. The Engineer.
Rosling Bennett’s use of sources such as Moore’s (below) seems accurate and – writing
c1910 – he spoke to people who had known the SER in earlier years. He himself grew up in
sight of the Greenwich line. I am inclined to trust what he says, although unfortunately it has
to be winkled out from the two books, piece by piece.
5. George Measom, The official guide to the South Eastern Railway, 1853
6. O.S Nock, The Pocket Encyclopaedia of British Steam Locomotives in colour and The
Pocket Encyclopaedia of Steam Railways of Britain in colour, Blandford Press 1967
7. Rixon Bucknall, Boat Trains and Channel Packets, Vincent Stuart, 1957
Rixon Bucknall’s main interest was naval and merchant shipping, and all his railway
descriptions rely on other sources, which he sometimes misquotes or misinterprets.
8. Keith Buckle & David Love, British Locomotive Builders’ Plates, Midland Publishing Ltd,
1994(6)
9. Moore's Monthly Magazine No. 3, March 1896 quoted on p.40 seems to be authoritative
and confirms photographs. It is the source of many later writers’ (mis)quotes, and not
always acknowledged.
10. Ernest F Carter, Britain’s Railway Liveries, Burke Publishing 1952
11. Personal correspondence with Peter Tangye in 1987, including a reference to the Railway
Magazine for July-December 1917 where a correspondent describes the 1896 Cudworth’s
as being ‘dark olive’. Additionally, a reference to a description of Stirling paint schemes in
F.C. Hambleton, Locomotives Worth Modelling which he had borrowed from the HMRS.
Other Sources
•

Invicta, the bi-annual magazine of the South Eastern and Chatham Railway Society
(SECSoc), in particular Peter Tangye’s many articles on livery, now compiled by John
Kingsland into a Word doc available through the Society. There are some errors and
omissions in the SER Locomotive section and I have a corrected saved version.

•

Dan Garrett, The Dover Mails, the South Eastern and Chatham Railway Society, 2014

•

Dan Garrett, various articles on SER painting published in Invicta, op. cit. All of these
should now be considered superseded by this book.

•

Model Railway Constructor, ed. Ernest F. Carter various issues in the 1950s

•

Norman Wakeman, The SE&CR Locomotive List 1842-1952, Oakwood Press 1953
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•

Dr Antony East, Painting Victorian Trains in Railway Archive No.5, Lightmoor Press

•

Nigel Digby, Liveries of Pre-grouping Railways Vol.4, Lightmoor Press

•

John Harvey, Southern Style, Historical Model Railway Society
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